YOUR 50% OFF DISCOUNT HAS BEEN APPLIED!
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Hi {paramValue}, we reserved your KorePulse to make sure you take advantage of this amazing deal!



YOUR {EPPrice} OFF COUPON HAS BEEN APPROVED

[image: ]RECOMMENDED DEAL



2X KOREPULSE
xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx

2X KOREPULSE

xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx
Save 62%
Save 62%

[image: ]+{couponText} OFF!

Reg$199.96
Only$89.99
Savings$109.97


[image: ]Save 55%

[image: ]Most Popular



KoreTrak Pro Watches
xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx

3X KORETRAK PRO WATCHES
xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx

3X KORETRAK PRO WATCHES

xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx
[image: ]+{couponText} OFF!

Reg$230.72
Only$111.99
Savings$118.73


xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx
xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx

[image: ]51.25% Savings!

[image: ]Friend & Family Pack





1X KOREPULSE
xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx

1X KOREPULSE

xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx
Save 63%
Save 63%

[image: ]+{couponText} OFF!

Reg$99.98
Only$49.99
Savings$49.99


[image: ]Save 50%

[image: ]Relaxation Pack





3X KOREPULSE
xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx

3X KOREPULSE

xxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx
Save 66%
Save 66%

[image: ]+{couponText} OFF!

Reg$299.99
Only$111.99
Savings$188.00


[image: ]Save 63%

[image: ]Friends & Family Pack




ORDER NOW


SHIPPING
Enter your contact information:
EmailPrior order found. Confirm your past purchase before proceeding
First Name
Last Name

Phone


Street Address
Apt / Suite / Other
City

Country

State/Province
Zip/Postcode



Billing Address same as Shipping

BILLING INFORMATION














ORDER SUMMARY
Item
Amount

[image: ]
Product NameEDIT
EDIT


QTY: 1


Donation
Apply
Coupon applied.Coupon Invalid.


Tax

Gift Card Discount

Subtotal: -$xx
Discount: 
Lifetime Warranty:
Shipping
Shipping and tax will be settled upon checkout confirmation
Total: 




All pricing is inUnited States Dollars.

[image: ]All pricing is inUnited States Dollars.

30 DAY GUARANTEE: KorePulse offers a 30 day guarantee on all unused purchases. Simply send the item(s) back to us in the original unopened packaging for a full refund or replacement, less S&H.



All pricing is inUnited States Dollars.

[image: ]All pricing is inUnited States Dollars.

30 DAY GUARANTEE:KorePulse offers a 30 day guarantee on all unused purchases. Simply send the item(s) back to us in the original unopened packaging for a full refund or replacement, less S&H.






Yes, I Want Lifetime Protection
One Time Offer: By placing your order today, you can have a lifetime protection and replacement warranty for only an additional $xxx. This extended warranty means your product is covered for LIFE.





PAYMENT



[image: ]





OR PAY WITH CREDIT CARD

 CHECKOUTCredit Card Information:
[image: card image]
[image: ]
Credit Card #

[image: ]
CVV Code

Expiration01 (Jan)
02 (Feb)
03 (Mar)
04 (Apr)
05 (May)
06 (Jun)
07 (Jul)
08 (Aug)
09 (Sep)
10 (Oct)
11 (Nov)
12 (Dec)







[image: ]Where can I find my Security Code?
The security code is a three digit number, located on the back of any Visa ® or MasterCard ® on the right side of the signature strip as illustrated. 
Last 3 Digits of account number panel:
[image: ]
Visa ® and MasterCard ®



Don’t miss out on exclusive bonuses to enhance your DangoBuds experience!


YES! ORDER MY KOREPULSE(S)!





This product is expected to arrive after June 29th 2021
GUARANTEED SAFE CHECKOUT

[image: ]



Have a Question?See Our FAQs
Question:How does KorePulse work?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: KorePulse uses high-intensity localized vibration therapy to activate the muscles and deep tissues throughout your body.


Question:Who can benefit from KorePulse?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: Athletes looking to reduce recovery time and improve flexibility, seniors who want to improve their circulation, as well as anyone who regularly suffers from muscle pain, tension, or stress.


Question:Where on my body should I use KorePulse?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: KorePulse can be used virtually anywhere you experience muscle tension or soreness, including your feet, calves, hamstrings, gluteus, hip flexors, shoulders, forearms, and back.


Question:When should I use KorePulse?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: KorePulse is recommended immediately before or after your workout, as well as any time throughout the day you experience muscle stiffness or soreness.


Question:What kinds of benefits can I expect from KorePulse?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: In addition to pain-relief, localized vibration therapy has been proven to increase bone density and muscle mass, boost metabolism, improve circulation, and alleviate stress.


Question:How big is KorePulse?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: KorePulse measures 3.5” x 3.5” x 3.5” and weighs less than a pound, so it’s easy to pack and carry around throughout your day.


Question:How long does the KorePulse battery last?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Answer: KorePulse provides 50 minutes of sustained massage on a single charge and can be recharged quickly from any standard power outlet.
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Built with CTRwow.com
Terms & ConditionsXxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx!
×
Xxx xx xxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxx (xxxx xxxx, xxxxx xxxxx) xx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xx xx xxxxx xx xxxx. Xx xxxxxxx, xxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxx xxxx 👍
PAGE CONTENT FROM LINK SHOW HERE!
Xxxxxx Xxxx Xxx




Privacy Policy
Xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx!
×
Xxx xx xxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxx (xxxx xxxx, xxxxx xxxxx) xx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xx xx xxxxx xx xxxx. Xx xxxxxxx, xxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxx xxxx 👍
PAGE CONTENT FROM LINK SHOW HERE!
Xxxxxx Xxxx Xxx




AffiliateXxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx!
×
Xxx xx xxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxx (xxxx xxxx, xxxxx xxxxx) xx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xx xx xxxxx xx xxxx. Xx xxxxxxx, xxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxx xxxx 👍
PAGE CONTENT FROM LINK SHOW HERE!
Xxxxxx Xxxx Xxx




Contact UsManualXxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx!
×
Xxx xx xxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxx (xxxx xxxx, xxxxx xxxxx) xx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xx xx xxxxx xx xxxx. Xx xxxxxxx, xxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxx xxxx 👍
PAGE CONTENT FROM LINK SHOW HERE!
Xxxxxx Xxxx Xxx




This website is operated by KoreHealth
[image: DMCA.com Protection Status]

×Congratulations, {firstname} {lastname}!
[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]Your cart qualifies you for an exclusive $x.xx discount. Get 1 more KorePulse for only $x.xx

YOUR ORDER NOW!
[image: ]
{N}x KorePulses{fullprice}Only {price}




YOUR LIMITED-TIME OFFER
[image: ]
Triple Time Pack
Family, Neighbors, Friends, Gifts
{M}x KorePulse





Yes, send my bonus KorePulse for only $x.xx
 No, I will lose this $x.xx discount







Maropost Settings ID


YOUR {EPPrice} OFF COUPON HAS BEEN APPROVED
HOLD UPFITNESS WARRIOR

Order KorePulse Today and Get a
{EPPrice} OFF
WINNER!

Coupon for Your Next Purchase
{EPPrice} OFF next purchase!
Claim {EPPrice} OFF Code!NO, I DON'T WANT 
THIS GREAT DEAL


No thanks, I don't like discounts.





Checking if you Qualify for Special Offers...




[image: default image]
{firstName} {lastName}. from {location} 
just purchased: {unit} {productName}
JUST NOW




